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The stunning conclusion to Bound by Liesâ€¦â€œKittenâ€• Caden and I on the run. Together. But he

still wonâ€™t let me touch him and I know he is still keeping things from me. I am determined to

uncover everything - at any cost. Even if it tears us apart. CadenJacob is back. Heâ€™s back and

he knows about her. Now, everything that binds the three of us together are twisting and tightening,

pulling us all together. I can feel the inevitable comingâ€¦ I donâ€™t know how this will endâ€¦ all I

know is, there will be blood. Romantic suspense. Book two in a two book series.The Romance

Reviews Top Pick"raw, gritting and incredibly satisfying" ~ The Romance Reviews"Caden Thaine.

That name alone sends a shiver down my spine." ~ Author, Roxanne Kade
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That was an awesome read! Bound Forever answered all my questions from the first book, and then

some!I absolutely love Caden! He's a damn hero! Such a tragic twist of fate that brought him

together with Kitten... I'm so happy they got the ending that they both truly deserved.The way Hanna

Peach told the story through both the H and h's perspective was very well done. Going back into the



past and watching how the characters dealt with their demons because of these things was awe

inspiring. The romance scenes were waaaay better in this than the first book, as Cayden starts

letting his guard down. Just smokin'.Excellently done!

*** MILD SPOILERS AHEAD ***Disappointed..fast pace read. Secrets are revealed, but the story

tended to move a little too quickly at times and so it felt like some things were left out. Example:

near the end of the book, Caden meets up w/ a man, (I'm guessing an Assaassin) and keeps talking

about his affiliation with a group called "the church". Who are they??? Everything just seemed to

wrap up in a bow all of the sudden. Also, we never did find out "Kitten's" last name...what's up w/

that? We got to know Caden's real name (ALL THREE OF THEM) .The heroine really got on my

nerves at times with her bratty attitude. I had high hopes for this one, because book 1 was good and

had so much promise..this one was a let down.*** I debated on 2.5 or 3 Stars***

This two book series is dark and is about damaged people. The story is very good and the intrigue

is good. I liked the characters even with their faults. Very good development. It is not for everyone. It

is really dark and Jacob who is the common denominator for the two main characters is a very

twisted sick individual. It's a good read -- not light at all.

It was pretty good..I was rooting for Caden since he has been introduced. This book answered all

the questions I had in book one. Really good ending. A bit predictable in some parts but pretty good.

I actually skimmed some of the sex scenes so I could get to the part where heroine got the guy and

the evil guy is vanquished!! This was such an emotional roller coaster that I had to take breaks but

couldn't stay away more than a couple of minutes!

As much as I enjoyed this series I found this book a little boring. By the middle I was so tired of

Caden keeping all the secrets from Kitten. Over and over he kept pushing her away, It went on too

long. By the middle of the book I was like, ok just tell her already! That being said I did enjoy the

twist connecting Caden and Kitten's history. Also I enjoy a good HEA and this book had it.

Let me say first that I LOVED Bound by Lies, book #1 in this duology. I couldn't wait to read the

sequel. While I'm not disappointed in it, I am a bit puzzled. The first book was so tight, so well

constructed, and even the back-and-forth in time was perfectly done. The entirety of the first book



was told from Kitten's POV, while this book was told from alternating POVs and one short chapter

from the villainous Snake! It still read beautifully; I just thought it was an odd change to make.The

plot is riveting, and I raced through the book as hard as I could go. I think a film adaptation of the

two books would be AWESOME! I still want to know what Kitten's real name is though.I did notice

that while the first book was nearly letter-perfect, the second book was riddled with typographical

and editing errors. Not a deal breaker for enjoying the book, but I'm wondering why. All in all, I

recommend this duology to anyone who wants a complex story with heat, twists and turnss, and two

memorable characters.

Yes I enjoyed this seris. Since you said that Kitten "for now would remain nameless", does that

mean their could possibly be more in store for your readers? I certainly wouldn't mind reading more

about this couple.
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